
TIDE DETERGENT DISTRIBUTION

Tide: Launched in , first synthetic brand detergent. P&G proudly call it their flagship brand; Traditional Market of Women
Age 18 - 

On the basis of the applications, the laundry detergent pod market is segmented into residential and
commercial. In mid tide was launched as a premium brand and was being used mainly by the upper segment
of the market as it was highly priced and so it could not capture a considerable portion of the market as
cheaper substitutes were available in the market, Tide used superior technology and created fragrance oriented
detergent powder. Through the new strategy Tide aims to capture the safedi segment while ariel will fight surf
in color segment. Therefore its core strategy remains reaching the largest of consumer base so that they do not
prefer substitute product in the place of Tide. Substitute product available at the same price. Here the path is
from manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer. Rudd Performance Motorsports ran from â€” and
won the 4th Brickyard in  Today, consumers have a number of products to choose from, which is why
companies are constantly upgrading their products and coming up with better and innovative advertising
campaigns to increase their market share. I am highly indebted to Mr. Sales promotion-When tide was
launched in india in the middle of the year , it started distributing free samples to the people, it also started to
give discounts on the products which ultimately resulted in more people trying the product. Our market
research studies by products, services, technologies, applications, end users, and market players for global,
regional, and country level market segments, enable our clients to see more, know more, and do more, which
help to answer all their most important questions. Tide was first introduced in U. Tide has proven successful in
some of the markets in developing country which are highly price sensitive. The relative inelasticity in terms
of the demand for detergent products is projected to further enhance the potential of the market in the
forthcoming years. Manufacturers can either pocket the margin for themselves or pass the savings on to
consumers.. Also the advent of tide naturals took place during this period which is a lot cheaper than the initial
tide. The store-based segment further includes hypermarkets, convenience stores, supermarkets, and specialty
stores which supply the product to customers at economical rates. Similarly, many soap manufactures and
distributors use online stores as additional touch-points to facilitate direct relationships with consumers. The
detergent industry is worth Rs 13, crores and industry players are constantly improving their products to suit
the changing needs of consumers. Gradually it gradually it understood that what had worked elsewhere would
not work in India as the major portion of the country is not very rich. Buyers prefer meeting with one
individual about several products rather than several individuals about the same products. Store buyers tend to
be partial to working with brokers, because of the efficiency. Leading marketing position Weakness: 1. Tide
was simultaneously competing with brands like Surf Excel,Rin. Therefore they design promotional campaigns
such that the message is conveyed directly to the people who purchase the product. Today, Ghari is the market
leader in the detergent industry, with a market share of  Soon Tide realized that it needs to cater to the mass
and not a particular segment of the market, so they repositioned themselves. These new laundry products were
pulverized soap. So Tide was actually passed on to the already present distributors, resulting in saving
preposition for the product to reach its customers.


